Deli Man
Opening Night, Monday April 16
Reception 6:30 PM Movie 7:30 PM
At last, the deli documentary you've been waiting for! Erik Greenberg Anjou's film
explores Jewish culture as it reflects the heart of a vital ethnic history. In Houston,
Texas, third-generation deli man Ziggy Gruber has built arguably the finest
delicatessen restaurant in the U.S, Kenny & Ziggy's. His story – augmented by the
stories of iconic delis such as Katz’s, 2nd Avenue Deli, Nate ‘n Al, Carnegie, and
the Stage – embodies a tradition indelibly linked to its savory, nostalgic foods.
Indulge in the deli foods you love and learn about the traditions that make deli
one of America's great cuisines.
Documentary. English. Run Time: 1 hr.32 min.
The Testament
Thursday, April 26, 2018, 7:00 PM
Yoel, a senior Holocaust researcher, is in the midst of a widely covered legal battle
with powerful forces in Austria, concerning a brutal massacre of Jews that took
place toward the end of WWII in the village of Lensdorf. An influential family of
industrialists on whose land the murder took place, is planning to build a real
estate project on the very same land. Yoel suspects that their aim is to bury the
affair for good, but has trouble finding the conclusive evidence that would stop
the project.
While investigating the incident, Yoel examines classified testimonies of Holocaust
survivors, and to his shock and surprise he finds a testimony given by his mother, a testimony
he didn't know existed. In her testimony she confesses to a substantial secret from her past.
Yoel, who's conducting a double-investigation, personal and scientific, is trapped between walls
of silence - on one side, denial of the Holocaust on the part of the villagers, and on the other,
his mother's silence regarding her past. As a historian with an unshakeable commitment to the
truth, he decides to continue his investigations even at the cost of ruining his personal and
professional life.
Drama. English. Run Time: 1 hr. 28 min.
Mr. Kaplan
Tuesday, May 1, 2018, 7:00 PM
Jacob Kaplan lives an ordinary life in Uruguay. Like many of his other Jewish
friends, Jacob fled Europe for South America because of World War II. But now
turning 76, he’s become rather grumpy, fed up with his community and his
family’s lack of interest in its own heritage.
One beach bar may, however, provide him with an unexpected opportunity to
achieve greatness and recover his family’s respect in the community: its owner,
a quiet, elderly German, raises Mr. Kaplan’s suspicion of being a runaway Nazi.
Ignoring his family’s concerns about his health, Jacob secretly recruits Contreras,
a more loyal than honest former police officer, to help him investigate. Together, they will try
to repeat the historic capture of Adolf Eichmann: by unmasking and kidnapping the German
and secretly taking him to Israel.
Comedy, Drama, Thriller. Spanish w/English sub-titles. Run Time: 1 hr. 38 min.

Shelter
Monday, May 7, 2018, 7:00 PM
LEMON TREE meets JOHN LE CARRÉ in a subtle thriller set in Germany involving
Mona, a Lebanese woman (Golshifteh Farahani), and Naomi, an Israeli Mossad
agent (Neta Riskin) sent to protect their informant while recovering from plastic
surgery for her new identity. Mona and Naomi - together for two weeks in a quiet
apartment in Hamburg. A safe house. A shelter. No one saw what was coming, no
one knew that this supposedly quiet fortnight would turn into an abyss and that
shelter would need to be found elsewhere. The intimacy of the relationship that
develops between the two women is exposed to the threat of terror that is
engulfing the world today. In this game of deception, beliefs are questioned and choices are
made that are not their own. And yet their fate takes a surprising turn in this suspense-laden,
elegant neo-noir.
Psycho Thriller. English. Run Time: 1 hr. 33 min.
1945
Tuesday, May 15, 2018, 7:00 PM
On a sweltering August day in 1945, villagers prepare for the wedding of the town
clerk's son. Meanwhile, two Orthodox Jews arrive at the village train station with
mysterious boxes labeled "fragrances." The town clerk fears the men may be heirs
of the village's deported Jews and expects them to demand their illegally acquired
property back, originally lost during the second World War. Other villagers are
afraid more survivors will come, posing a threat to the property and possessions
they have claimed as their own.
Drama. Hungarian with English subtitles. Run Time: 1 hr. 31 min.

